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Abstract 
 

The investigation of the lifetime execution of polymeric insulator is frequently 

in light of deficient information. Specialists confront difficulties of not having 

long perception time to accumulate finish lifetime information so as to make 

forecast with conviction. In this paper, we are proposing to utilize the best 

fitting polynomial interpolation method to deal with decide the lifetime show 

and extrapolate data towards the period of polymeric insulators. To assemble 

the data, for example, the change of convergence of substance component of 

polymeric insulation because of various anxiety conditions, high temperature 

vulcanized (HTV) silicone rubber examples were subjected to quickened 

debasement utilizing an Accelerated Weathering Tester (QUV). Every example 

was subjected to quickened maturing cycle in agreement to ASTM G154 cycle 

4 for an aggregate of 3000 hours. The maturing cycle experiences a cycle of 70 

°C and bright introduction at light power of 1.55 W/m2 for eight hours taken 

after by four hour buildup at 50 °C. Chemical component focuses, for example, 

Carbon, Oxygen, Silicon and Aluminum were acquired and assessed utilizing a 

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) with energy dispersive xray (EDX). The 

convergences of chemical components are broke down utilizing polynomial 

interpolation strategy for different requests. In the first place request to fifth 

request polynomial interpolation techniques are examined to decide the best 

fitting bend without essentialness difference from the genuine esteem or 

genuine 
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Esteem. The interpolation curve is utilized to gauge the age of an obscure 

matured specimen. This examination has uncovered a novel technique for 

deciding a model that could portray the lifetime of polymeric insulators and 

extrapolation strategy for evaluating the age for polymer insulator. 
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Introduction 
 

Outdoor and indoor insulation frameworks that are introduced within the sight 

of high mugginess, extraordinary temperature, halfway releases (PD) and 

mechanical overemphasize prompt lifetime lessening [1]. As of late, encasings 

made of polymeric materials have been utilized broadly around the globe [2]. 

When contrasted with the customary porcelain material, polymer has a few 

preferences, for example, lightweight, simple establishment and high 

imperviousness to extraordinary climate conditions [3]. For example, high 

temperature vulcanized (HTV) silicone rubber is developing in significance as a 

high voltage cover material [4]. HTVs Silicone rubber has high dielectric 

quality and magnificent thermo-mechanical properties [5]. It is a standout 

amongst the most utilized materials because of its electrical, mechanical and 

concoction execution with prevalent maturing time [6]. Numerous analysts 

have concentrated the concoction centralization of examples assembled from 

the field utilizing Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR-FTIR), X-ray 

Photoelectron Spectrometer (XPS) and SEM [7]. Nonetheless, the maturing of 

examples in field is subjected to numerous wild weathering components and no 

two specimens are indistinguishable [8] 
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The aim of this examination is the estimation of the time of silicone rubber in 

light of the chemical components fixation and polynomial interpolation 

approach. Matured examples of HTV silicone rubber insulator are set up under 

controlled ecological condition utilizing an Accelerated Weathering Tester 

(QUV) in light of ASTM G154. Examples are subjected to stresses, for 

example, warm, ultraviolet radiation and condensation. The rate amount for 

chemical components in the surface was measured and registered utilizing 

Philips XL-30 SEM with EDX. The outcomes from SEM with EDAX are then 

used to perform bends fitting utilizing distinctive request of polynomial. The 

polynomial capacities depict the adjustment in the convergence of concoction 

substance of HTV silicone rubber over the entire life cycle. Correlation 

between polynomials of various requests is performed to decide the best fitting 

curve. The polynomial capacity can be utilized to extrapolate the concentration 

of chemical components over the entire life cycle. 
 

Proposed System 
 

The objective of this paper is to build up a lifetime model of HTV silicone 

rubber example in light of polynomial interpolation technique. Three examples 

were corrupted inside QUV weathering analyzer utilizing cycle D (ASTM 

G154 cycle 4) in QUV/splash display. This cycle contains two stages. Right off 

the bat, the examples were matured under a steady temperature of 70 °C and an 

UVA-340 nm bright source with a radiation level of 1.55 W/m2 for 8 hours 

with various introduction times (1000h, 2000h and 3000h). Also, the examples 

were matured under buildup for 4 hours with a consistent temperature 50 °C 

with no bright source. 
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To assess the adequacy of the proposed lifetime demonstrate utilizing 

polynomial interpolation strategy, a harm example of obscure age is readied. To 

accomplish this, another example was subjected to an abnormal state of 

simulated surface contamination and various flahsovers. The contaminant 

comprises of a blend of 10g of NaCl with 40 g of Kaolin for every 1L of refined 

water. The arrangement conductivity was 61 µS and the temperature of the 

contaminant was 24.6°C, which was measured utilizing a conductivity meter 

(HANNA HI8633N). In agreement to IEC507 and AS4436, the contamination 

level was named overwhelming (>50 µS). The sullying was showered over the 

surface of the new specimen and the example was set in the middle of two 

electrodes invigorated with high voltage as appeared in Fig. 1. Flashover was 

delivered between two electrodes. This procedure was rehashed for fifty times 

to guarantee that the example surface was seriously corrupted. The electrical 

testing of the example displayed demonstrates that the aftereffect of the 

breakdown voltage of the specimen was decreased by 17 % contrasted with the 

new specimen. On the off chance that this measure of debasement is to happen 

in general 22 kV protectors, the separator won't ready to manage the working 

voltage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig.1 Flashover on silicone rubber specimen 
 

Estimation of the chemical concentration was performed on the examples after 

the 
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quickened maturing procedure was connected. The atomic rate was resolved 

utilizing EDS (Energy Dispersive x- ray Spectroscopy) inside the SEM. A 

Philips XL-30 furnished with an EDAX Silicon Drift Detector X- ray finder 

demonstrate 500 Apollo X was utilized, which has a strong state identifier. This 

kind of locator has contributed a lower force mistake for measurement comes 

about, which implies a relative statistical error for the component peak 

intensity. XL-30 filtering electron microscopy was worked in spot estimate 6.0 

at speeding up voltage 5 KV in high vacuum. To expel test charging, the 

examples were covered with carbon before examination, utilizing Accuracy 

Etching and Coating System show 682 with Thickness Monitor demonstrate 

681.2. Before examination all examples were cleaned in an ultrasonic cleaner 

for 180 seconds utilizing ethanol. 
 

Conclusion 
 

The outcomes in this paper recommend that the proposed approach could be 

connected to anticipate the age for an obscure matured example in view of the 

normal of chemical concentration examples. These examples were matured for 

0, 1000, 2000, 3000 hours inside QUV utilizing cycle D (ASTM G154). 

Normal of the chemical concentration was gotten from XL-30 SEM with EDS. 

Interpolation polynomial strategy with various request were connected to the 

chemical concentration to decide the coefficients elements, which is imperative 

to evaluate or anticipate the age for an obscure matured example. 
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